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PolicyHub knows Retail

Whether you’re concerned about changing business models, communicating policies to store managers, 

having a high number of shop-based workers, or a geographically dispersed workforce, PolicyHub was 

designed with your process optimization needs in mind.

PolicyHub is a best-in-class solution relied upon by retail companies to simplify the complexities of 

managing and communicating policies and procedures. It’s so easy and intuitive to work with, our  

customers rave about how it streamlines Policy Management.

We know your challenges:

•  Traditional Human Resource touchpoint with

    employees is removed with dispersed factory     

    level employees

•  To meet the requirements of global and  

    country-specific environments

•  To distribute policies and procedures in  

    multiple languages

•  To efficiently manage attestation and  

    knowledge assessments

We know your compliance  
pressures are endless, including:

•  Meeting PCI DSS standards 

•  Enforcing cybersecurity and data  

    protection 

•  Assuring consistent product quality 

•  Following applicable employment law 

•  Optimizing loss prevention

PolicyHub lets you meet these demands and more by giving you the 

turnkey, cost-effective, measurable Policy Management and compliance 

solution you need. One that’s also amazingly easy to adopt and use.

PolicyHub makes it simple to demonstrate corporate responsibility

and a defensible compliance program, reduce the risk of breaches and

heavy fines, and make your policy compliance functions more efficient.

Meet your compliance demands with ease

It makes compliance 

policy and procedure 

communication easy.”

“

MARKEL INTERNATIONAL

Policy Management  
has never been easier.

PolicyHub
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PolicyHub streamlines Policy  

Management for Retail

•  By empowering you to centrally create, approve, and communicate policies

•  By enabling intelligent distribution, knowledge assessments, and reporting

•  By saving time and improving efficiency

•  By giving your organization the defensible program it needs to demonstrate  

   corporate responsibility – and reduce its compliance risks reduce its  

   compliance risks

Contact us today to speak with  

one of our Retail industry  

specialists.

Get in Touch

info@mitratech.com

www.mitratech.com

Cut your costs of non-compliance by  

more than 60%

Reduce the number of non-compliance  

incidents by up to 20%

Save up to 25% of the staff time spent managing,  

delivering and reporting on policies

How PolicyHub pays off


